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Type I "II" Suffix
Type II "II" Prefix

Two National Banks Issuing Over a Million

$5 Notes Each Using a Different Serially

Numbered Type

By M. OWEN WARNS

Type I—"B" suffix

Type II—"B" prefix

The distinction of being the only National Bank to
issue over a million type I "B" suffix $5 notes belonged
to the Chase National Bank of New York, N. Y. (now
the Chase Manhattan Bank).

Serial numbers started with A000001A and ended
with A999999A. The printing of the millionth note saw
the "A" suffix changed to "B," the first number being
A000001B and continued through F057756B for a total
of 6,346,530 notes amounting to $31,732,650.

The only other National Bank to top the million mark
in issuing $5 notes was the Bank of America National
Trust and Savings Association of San Francisco, Cal.
However, these were type II serially numbered notes.
They started with serial A000001 (no suffix letter) and
ended with A999996, and continued from that point us-
ing the "B" prefix with B000001 through B172602. The
total of "B" prefix notes was 1,172,598, amounting to
S5,862.990.

In passing we observe with interest that while the
Bank of America issue 1.172,598 notes with the "B"
prefix, this amount was 5.173,932 less than the 6,346,530
"B" suffix notes issued by the Chase National. At least
six copies of the Bank of America "B" prefix notes
have been reported. while only one note from the Chase
National with the "B" suffix has been reported to date.

Our thanks to Lou Van Belkum for permitting use of
his specimen for this article.
REFERENCE: The National Beak Notes Issues of 1929-1935,

Warns, Huntoon, and Van Belkum, 1973.

SPECIMEN BANKNOTES
By C. W. HILL

(The following first appeared in and is reprinted here by courtesy
of the British magazine COIN MONTHLY, July 1974 issue.)

ONE of the books written in recent years about paper
money seems to have more than a sentence or two
about specimen notes. These are notes which have

word SPECIMEN pin-perforated in them or printed across
their design. They are normally intended, when new
notes are being introduced, for distribution to other banks
or foreign ministries of finance which need to be informed
of the issue, and they are also occasionally given to the
press or government information services for publicity
purposes. Sometimes the printers of banknotes apply the
word "specimen" to proofs or to sample notes which
illustrate the progress of production or serve as advertise-
ments to prospective clients.

Specimens of postage stamps are similarly distributed,
the overprint sometimes being accompanied by cancellation
bars.

The attitude of philatelists to specimen stamps is curi-
ously ambivalent. Some collectors reject them as not being
normal postage stamps and so not suitable for inclusion
in an orthodox collecton. Other collectors favour them
for precisely the same reason, that they are unusual and
cannot be obtained over the post office counter in the
normal way.

The prices of specimen stamps reflect this ambivalence.
Generally speaking, specimens of old and valuable issues
are cheaper than the normal stamps, while the converse
is true of modern issues. Since the latter are usually
obtainable without difficulty at a percentage above their
face value, examples overprinted SPECIMEN are re-
garded as more desirable. Because they are more elusive,
they are also more expensive.

A study of auction sales catalogues and dealer's price-
lists seems to show that the same market considerations
prevail in the case of banknotes. Judging by prices, it
would appear that collectors prefer to have normal ex-
amples of the older issues, particularly those of the
British local banks, rather than specimens of the same
notes. On the other hand, modern notes overprinted
SPECIMEN seem to command higher prices than normal
examples, simply because they are less frequently offered.

One factor which must also be taken into consideration,
however, is condition, as this has a market effect on bank-
note prices. It may well be that specimen notes are, taken
overall, in better condition than normal notes, because the
former are more likely to have been filed for reference
while the latter will probably have seen some circulation.
This factor sometimes makes true comparisons difficult
but tends to confirm my view of the matter. Given the
choice of a normal old note in first class condition and
a specimen of the same issue in the condition, the col-
lector is likely to choose the normal rather than the
specimen. But given a choice between a normal modern
or current note in uncirculated condition and a specimen
of the same issue in the same condition, the average
collector is likely to choose the specimen. Determining
the point in time at which old notes end and modern
notes begin is the most difficult decision of all. Perhaps
August 1914, when Britain introduced £1 and 10s Trea-
sury notes to replace the sovereigns and half-sovereigns
then in circulation, marks the watershed between old and
modern.
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